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ABSTRACT

Deterministic MultiThreading (DMT) systems eliminate nondeter-

minism from the dynamic executions of multithreaded programs.

They can greatly simplify multithreaded programming and ease

the deployment of systems that rely on replication. We �rst catego-

rize and compare existing DMT system designs along three axes,

incorporating the most recent advances in DMT systems. From our

study, we conclude that stable synchronization determinism is the

most cost-e�ective design, and it is thus the focus of our work.

To reduce the overhead of enforcing stable synchronization de-

terminism, previous work has explored scheduling-based methods

that tune the synchronization schedule. However, it is not clear how

low the performance overhead can be through schedule tuning and

how to reach the performance limit. To answer these questions, we

then follow an iterative process of understanding the performance

limit of schedule tuning on stable synchronization determinism and

designing new scheduling policies to reach the performance limit.

Through this process, we identify two types of scheduling-oblivious

overheads that cannot be eliminated by schedule tuning alone. In

addition, we also design a group of new policies and implement

them in minSMT.

Our evaluation shows that minSMT successfully reaches the per-

formance limit of stable synchronization determinism on 107 out of

108 benchmarks after excluding the impact of scheduling-oblivious

overheads, and this also results in signi�cant performance im-

provements compared with state-of-the-art stable synchronization-

determinism systems on 9 benchmarks. Our results also suggest

that, to further improve the performance of stable synchronization
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determinism, future research should focus on addressing the two

types of scheduling-oblivious overheads with approaches other

than schedule tuning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Multithreaded programs are prevalent and critical for utilizing the

computing power of multicore processors. However, multithreaded

programs are nondeterministic by default, where threads can in-

terleave di�erently in di�erent executions as long as the resulting

interleavings are compatible with program synchronization.

While such �exibility bene�ts performance, multithreaded pro-

grams can exhibit nondeterministic behaviors even with the same

inputs, and such nondeterminism is undesirable frommany perspec-

tives. For example, the vast number of possible interleavings that an

execution could run into nondeterministically makes it infeasible

to guarantee all interleavings are free of concurrency bugs. As a

result, concurrency bugs are common in many widely used mul-

tithreaded programs [46], and some have caused real-world disas-

ters [42, 57]. As another example, nondeterminismmakes it di�cult

for techniques that rely on replication, e.g., State Machine Replica-

tion (SMR), which is a powerful fault tolerance technique [40, 56], to

take advantage of parallel hardware and scale to multi-core servers.
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The complexity of existing systems that tolerate nondeterministic

executions [31, 39] imposes a signi�cant barrier for their adoption

in practice.

Deterministic MultiThreading (DMT) systems [15, 16, 18, 19, 26–

30, 34, 44, 45, 48–50, 52, 63] address this nondeterminism issue by

eliminating or reducing two main internal sources of nondetermin-

ism, i.e., nondeterministic synchronization-operation orders and

nondeterministic shared-memory-access orders. DMT systems can

greatly simplify debugging, testing, veri�cation, record-replay, and

fault-tolerant replication of multithreaded programs [17, 22, 25, 26,

61]. As the bene�ts of DMT systems come at a performance cost,

which could sometimes be signi�cant, researchers have proposed

di�erent DMT system designs to explore the tradeo� between de-

terminism guarantees and performance.

Depending on whether and how they eliminate the two inter-

nal sources of nondeterminism, di�erent DMT systems provide

di�erent types of determinism guarantees and incur di�erent per-

formance overheads. As we will detail the categorization and com-

parison of existing DMT systems in the next section, stable syn-

chronization determinism is the most cost-e�ective design among

existing DMT systems, where synchronization determinism means

that the DMT systems enforce a deterministic order only on syn-

chronization operations, and stable means the DMT systems use

the same schedule, i.e., the order of synchronization operations, on

many di�erent inputs and upon minor program changes [62].

With schedule stability, the synchronization schedule for one

input will remain the same as long as synchronization code is not

changed, and the synchronization schedules for various inputs will

be the same as long as theymake threads execute the same sequence

of synchronization operations. Such a stability guarantee will allow

programmers to make minor changes, such as adding printf()

statements, for debugging without changing the schedule and ease

the overall understanding of multithreaded programs. More im-

portantly, schedule stability makes synchronization determinism

e�ective by itself without enforcing the costly memory-access de-

terminism [26, 63], making it the most cost-e�ective design.

Although stable synchronization determinism does not need

extra heavyweight mechanisms associated with enforcing memory-

access determinism, achieving good performance while enforcing

stable synchronization determinism is still not trivial. Speci�cally,

existing DMT systems that provide schedule stability all use round

robin as the base of their scheduling policies, where threads are

scheduled in a round-robin fashion to execute synchronization

operations, but a vanilla round-robin policy can limit concurrency

and make threads all serialized in the worst case [26, 63].

To solve the aforementioned problem and achieve good perfor-

mance, state-of-the-art stable synchronization determinism systems

di�er in their round-robin-based scheduling policies. Parrot [26],

the pioneering stable synchronization determinism system, pro-

vides two scheduling annotations that programmers can manually

add to hint DMT systems on how to schedule certain code regions

to achieve better performance. One recent work, QiThread [63],

proposes scheduling policies leveraging synchronization seman-

tics without requiring extra annotations. While these proposals

improve the performance of stable synchronization determinism,

it is not clear whether they have reached the performance limit of

schedule tuning and any further improvement can be made.

In this paper, we aim to understand the performance limit of

schedule tuning on stable synchronization determinism and build

a stable synchronization determinism system that can reach the

limit. Speci�cally, we strive to understand what types of overheads

are oblivious to scheduling that cannot be addressed by tuning the

schedule of synchronization operations. Meanwhile, we seek to

build a stable synchronization determinism system that can reach

the performance limit modulo the impact of scheduling-oblivious

overheads by resolving as many remaining scheduling-dependent

overheads as possible. We expect our results to help researchers

determine whether they should keep spending more e�ort on ad-

dressing scheduling-dependent overheads as done in existing work

or instead focus on addressing scheduling-oblivious overheads.

To ful�ll our goal, we follow an iterative approach in design, im-

plementation, and evaluation. We use all the 108 programs used for

evaluating Parrot [26] and QiThread [63], which is the largest set

of benchmarks used for evaluating DMT systems in the literature,

and the set includes 55 real-world programs and 53 programs from

four widely used benchmark suites. Among these benchmarks, we

start from ones with a high overhead on state-of-the-art stable syn-

chronization determinism systems, andwe iteratively form hypothe-

ses about possible types of scheduling-oblivious overheads and

design new scheduling policies to address scheduling-dependent

overheads. We stop when evaluation shows the new scheduling

policies can help us reach the performance limit after excluding the

impact of scheduling-oblivious overheads.

To this end, we identify two types of scheduling-oblivious over-

heads, namely totally-ordered synchronization and workload-length

imbalance. Although Merri�eld et al. proposed techniques to en-

force a partial order on synchronization operations, the resulting

DMT system is deeply coupled with memory-access determinism

and is more costly than a stable DMT system enforcing synchroniza-

tion determinism only. We will elaborate on why it is challenging

to decouple partially-ordered synchronization with memory-access

determinism and argue why we consider totally-ordered synchro-

nization one type of scheduling-oblivious overhead. For workload-

length imbalance, it is a new source of overhead that has not been

discussed in the literature before, and it cannot be addressed by

schedule tuning due to the requirement of providing schedule sta-

bility. We also design techniques to exclude their impact while eval-

uating the overhead of stable synchronization determinism systems.

In the meantime, we develop several new policies and annotations

to address the remaining scheduling-dependent overheads, and we

implement them in minSMT.

Our evaluation using the large set of 108 benchmarks shows

that minSMT reaches the performance limit of schedule tuning on

stable synchronization determinism on all but one of the bench-

marks.We also identify challenges that prevent us from determining

whether minSMT reaches the performance limit on that remaining

one. Comparison between minSMT and state-of-the-art stable syn-

chronization determinism systems shows that minSMT results in

signi�cant performance improvement on 9 benchmarks without

hurting the performance of any benchmarks signi�cantly, and this

also shows that state-of-the-art stable synchronization determinism

systems fail to reach the performance limit on these 9 benchmarks.

Our approach iterates between the understanding of scheduling-

oblivious overheads and the elimination of scheduling-dependent
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overheads, and we consider this iterative approach the key en-

abler for us to design and implement a more performant stable

synchronization determinism system that can directly bene�t users,

which is otherwise not achieved by state-of-the-art systems that

consider schedule tuning alone. Our work will also be useful for

the research community to decide where to spend research e�ort

to further improve DMT systems. As minSMT still exhibits very

high overheads on some benchmarks where it reaches the perfor-

mance limit of schedule tuning, future research should focus on

approaches beyond schedule tuning to address the two types of

scheduling-oblivious overheads identi�ed in this work.

Overall, the paper makes the following contributions:

• We present a detailed categorization of existing DMT systems

based on three axes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

most up-to-date categorization of DMT systems beyond just the

separation between strong determinism and weak determinism

but also includes the most recent development on DMT systems.

• We use an iterative methodology to understand and reach the

performance limit of schedule tuning on stable synchronization

determinism, and we identify two types of scheduling-oblivious

overheads and design minSMT to eliminate most of the remain-

ing overheads after excluding scheduling-oblivious overheads.

Our methodology allows us to gain insights and achieve perfor-

mance improvement beyond the state-of-the-art.

• We conduct a thorough evaluation of our �nding of the two types

of scheduling-oblivious overheads and our design of minSMT on

a diverse set of 108 benchmarks. Our results show that minSMT

is more performant and reaches the performance limit on more

benchmarks than state-of-the-art stable synchronization deter-

minism systems. Our results also suggest that future research

should focus on addressing scheduling-oblivious overheads.

• Our artifacts, including minSMT implementation and migrated

Parrot, QiThread, and benchmarks for updated Linux kernel

and gcc, are available onGitHub at https://github.com/chyiz/minSMT/.

2 RELATED WORK

We will discuss related work on DMT systems in the next section,

wherewe provide a categorization of existingDMT runtime systems.

In this section, we �rst discuss some related work that does not

itself introduce a runtime DMT system.

Segulja and Abdelrahman analyzed the sources of nondetermin-

ism while enforcing synchronization determinism and the cost

imposed by the deterministic order while enforcing synchroniza-

tion determinism [59]. Their goal was to measure the performance

overhead that comes from the deterministic order itself but not

from the mechanism that generates and enforces the order, and

they used a schedule-record-replay framework to achieve their

goal. Their work did not propose any solutions for performance

improvement. We have a di�erent goal and di�erent focus. Our

goal is to understand the performance limit of generating and en-

forcing synchronization determinism that is stable, but we do not

separate the overhead of the schedule itself and the overhead of

generating/enforcing the schedule. We further propose techniques

to reach the performance limit, and our study and evaluation use

3× more benchmarks.

Other than DMT systems, researchers also proposed determinis-

tic programming languages [20, 21, 23, 24, 32, 51, 55] and record-

replay systems [14, 33, 35–37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 60] to address non-

determinism. While new languages are useful, DMT systems can

support existing programs. Compared with record-replay systems,

DMT systems actively control the execution of programs but not

just record, and stable DMT systems can signi�cantly shrink the

schedule space, which is valuable for multithreaded programs [62].

3 CATEGORIZATION AND COMPARISON OF
EXISTING DMT SYSTEMS

In this section, we categorize and compare existing DMT systems.

While determinism can be enforced at di�erent system levels, in-

cluding hardware [29, 30, 34, 58], runtime systems [16, 19, 26, 28,

44, 45, 48, 49, 52], programming languages [23, 24, 51], and oper-

ating systems [15, 18, 38], we focus on DMT systems that enforce

determinism at the runtime level, as such systems are the simplest

to deploy and lessons learned from runtime DMT systems can also

bene�t DMT systems in other system levels.

3.1 Three Axes for Categorization

Based on whether and how runtime DMT systems eliminate the

two internal sources of execution nondeterminism, i.e., nondeter-

ministic orders on synchronization operations and shared-memory

accesses, we categorize them along the following three axes. Note

that the �rst axis is a classic one and the last two are the results of

recent developments on DMT system concepts and designs.

(1) Synchronization determinism only or with memory-

access determinism. DMT systems were �rst categorized into just

two types depending on whether they only enforce synchroniza-

tion determinism or further enforce memory-access determinism.

DMT systems that only enforce synchronization determinism are

referred to as providing weak determinism, as programs with data

races can still run into di�erent interleavings given the same input.

DMT systems that not only enforce synchronization determinism

but also further enforce a deterministic order on shared-memory

accesses, i.e., memory-access determinism, are referred to as provid-

ing strong determinism, as they guarantee the same schedule even

for programs with data races.

However, the improvement of determinism guarantee in strong

determinism systems comes with a much higher performance over-

head compared with synchronization determinism systems, as en-

forcing memory-access determinism requires some costly mecha-

nism, e.g., memory-address space isolation for threads [44, 48, 49].

(2) Stable or not. Later, Yang et al. proposed the concept of

schedule stability [62]. A DMT systemwith schedule stability makes

schedules stable upon input changes, meaning that many inputs will

share the same schedule, and it also makes schedules stable upon

minor program changes, allowing programmers to add printf()

statements for the purpose of debugging without changing the

schedule. They argued and demonstrated using their prototype sys-

tem, Parrot [26], that races are no longer a critical issue for DMT

systems only enforcing synchronization determinism once they are

made stable. They further built an SMR system, Crane [25], atop

Parrot to show the feasibility of leveraging stable synchronization
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Table 1: The �ve types that existing DMT runtime systems can be categorized to and their representatives

Total Order Partial Order

Stable Non-Stable Stable Non-Stable

Synchronization Determinism Only 1©: Parrot [26], QiThread [63] 2©: Kendo [52] - -

With Memory-Access Determinism 3©: Dthreads [44] 4©: Conseqence [48], CoreDet [16] - 5©: LazyDet [50]

determinism for implementing SMR systems. With these results,

they established the usefulness of stable synchronization determin-

ism and suggested that the level of schedule-space reduction is a

better criterion to evaluate DMT systems [62].

All existing DMT systems use the same turn-based mechanism

to enforce synchronization determinism, and the stability of sched-

ules only depends on the scheduling policy. With the turn-based

mechanism, only one thread owns the turn at any given time, and

only the thread owning the turn is allowed to execute a synchro-

nization operation. If a thread that does not own the turn wants

to execute a synchronization operation, the thread will be blocked

until the turn is passed to it. On top of the turn-based mecha-

nism, the scheduling policy, which determines how the turn passes

around threads, is based either on logical clock [52] or round robin.

Logical-clock-based policies do not provide schedule stability, while

round-robin-based policies provide schedule stability [26, 63].

Note that the combination of mechanism and policy described

above is not only used by DMT systems that just enforce synchro-

nization determinism, but it is also used by DMT systems that fur-

ther enforce memory-access determinism. Although early strong

determinism systems serialize threads on quantum boundaries,

recent work [45, 48, 49] has demonstrated that memory-access de-

terminism can be enforced without extra program serialization on

top of the serialization caused by synchronization determinism

enforcement [59, 63]. Therefore, synchronization determinism and

memory-access determinism can be considered as two orthogonal

tasks, and progresses made in synchronization determinism can

also bene�t strong determinism systems [63]. The schedule stabil-

ity of such strong determinism systems only depends on how they

enforce synchronization determinism. Although some early strong

determinism systems are stable, they did not distill the concept of

schedule stability. The early weak determinism system, Kendo [52],

is not stable.

(3) Total order or partial order. More recently, Merri�eld et al.

proposed to enforce a partial order, which only orders synchroniza-

tion operations if they operate on some common synchronization

variables, but not a total order regardless of variables, and imple-

mented such a system, LazyDet [50]. Their motivation is to reduce

the overhead of DMT systems for programs using �ne-grained locks

with frequent lock operations. Before LazyDet, all DMT systems

enforced a total order on synchronization operations, and this can

lead to a high performance overhead for such programs. With a

partial order but not a total order on synchronization operations,

the performance overhead can be reduced.

LazyDet enforces a partial order on synchronization operations

through speculation, and it is enabled by thread-level memory-

address isolation [50]. Since thread-level memory-address isolation

also enables strong determinism, the partial order on synchroniza-

tion operations is deeply coupled with strong determinism. Evalua-

tion of LazyDet on a microbenchmark using a lot of �ne-grained

locks shows that it can reduce the overhead to be lower than only

enforcing synchronization determinism with a total order. How-

ever, the execution time is still at least 16× of nondeterministic

executions, the cost of which is partly due to the fact that LazyDet

is deeply coupled with thread isolation and strong determinism.

On real-world benchmarks, the performance bene�t of LazyDet

is marginal, as these programs use much fewer or no �ne-grained

locks and the speculationmechanism leads to extra overhead. There-

fore, the performance overhead is often similar to a totally-ordered

strong determinism system and higher than a DMT system that only

enforces synchronization determinism on real-world benchmarks.

3.2 Categorization and Comparison

Table 1 categorizes existing DMT systems along the three axes.

Only one system, i.e., LazyDet [50], enforces a partial order on syn-

chronization operations. While it is generally not possible to predict

future synchronization operations executed by other threads, Lazy-

Det bypasses this challenge with speculation as mentioned earlier,

which leverages the same thread-level address-space isolationmech-

anism for memory-access determinism. Therefore, the only existing

DMT system that enforces a partial order on synchronization opera-

tions is deeply coupled with memory-access determinism, and there

is no known approach that can enforce synchronization determin-

ism only following a partial order without incurring the overhead

associated with memory-access determinism. In Section 5.1, we will

also argue in detail why it is challenging to design and implement

a synchronization-determinism-only system with a partial order.
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Figure 1: The relative

comparison on cost and

schedule-space reduction

Figure 1 shows the relative com-

parison on cost and schedule-space

reduction of these �ve types of DMT

systems. Their relative positions on

cost are based on performance num-

bers reported in their original pa-

pers, as well as how easy it is to de-

ploy them. DMT systems of types

1© and 2© have similar performance

costs as they both only enforce syn-

chronization determinism, and they

only need to change the thread li-

brary for deployment. DMT systems

of types 3©, 4©, and 5© have similar performance costs as they all

enforce strong determinism, and they require more system-level

changes in the operating system or compiler for deployment.

The relative positions of di�erent types of DMT systems on

schedule-space reduction in Figure 1 are based on the following

reasoning. Strong determinism reduces the schedule space fur-

ther compared with non-stable synchronization determinism, as

strong determinism deterministically resolves each race. On the

other hand, stable synchronization determinism is comparable with

strong determinism in its capability of schedule-space reduction.
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This has been argued by Yang et al. [62]. The major takeaway is that

although stable synchronization determinism does not necessarily

provide the mapping from one input to one schedule while facing

races as a strong determinism system does, it can still shrink the

number of possible schedules by using a small number of schedules

on all inputs. Further, synchronization determinism already greatly

constrains the interleaving space and signi�cantly reduces the num-

ber of remaining data races, e.g., Peregrine [28] reported at most 10

races in millions of shared memory accesses within an execution

after enforcing synchronization determinism, and these races will

not expand the number of possible schedules much. With sched-

ule stability, the extra bene�t of further enforcing memory-access

determinism is marginal and not worth the cost.

From the categorization and comparison results above, we con-

clude that stable totally-ordered synchronization determinism is

the most cost-e�ective DMT system design.

4 BENCHMARKS, PLATFORM, AND
METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe the benchmarks and platform we use,

and we then present our methodology. As our work uses exist-

ing stable synchronization determinism systems, Parrot [26] and

QiThread [63], as the starting point, we �rst provide the necessary

background below.

4.1 Background on Parrot and QiThread

Parrot and QiThread share the same turn-based mechanism but

di�er in their scheduling policies for addressing the thread seri-

alization problem caused by a vanilla round-robin policy. Below,

we present the system architecture of Parrot, which is inherited

by QiThread, and describe Parrot annotations and QiThread

policies that are used to address the serialization problem. We only

discuss the parts that are relevant for understanding the scheduling

policies. For details on other aspects, please refer to the original

papers of Parrot and QiThread.

4.1.1 Overall Architecture. Figure 2 shows the DMT system archi-

tecture shared by Parrot and QiThread. The major components

include a deterministic user-space scheduler and a set of wrapper

functions for intercepting pthreads synchronization, network, and

timeout operations and handling scheduling annotations. The de-

terministic user-space scheduler only schedules synchronization

operations, and it delegates everything else to the underlying non-

deterministic OS-space scheduler. The wrapper functions interpose

function calls to a library dynamically loaded through LD_PRELOAD,

“trap” the function calls into the deterministic user-space scheduler,

and then delegate the actual implementation to pthreads or the

OS. Di�erent scheduling policies are implemented in the deter-

ministic user-space scheduler. We also leverage this DMT system

architecture to implement minSMT.

4.1.2 Parrot Scheduling Annotations. Parrot provides two sched-

uling annotations that programmers can use to improve perfor-

mance, i.e., a soft barrier and a performance critical section. The

deterministic user-space scheduler treats these scheduling annota-

tions as performance hints, as they are added for performance only

and can be ignored without hurting program correctness.

deterministic user-space scheduler DMT Runtime

synchronization network timeoutscheduling annotations

nondeterministic OS-space scheduler OS

Figure 2: The DMT system architecture shared by Parrot

and QiThread

The soft barrier is to help the deterministic scheduler to avoid

serializing parallel computations. In general, the soft barrier should

be used to align high-level, time-consuming computations that

should be executed in parallel, and it encourages the scheduler to

co-schedule a group of threads at the program point where the

annotation is added. The soft barrier operates like a barrier with a

deterministic timeout. Note that the timeout in the soft barrier is

made deterministic in Parrot by counting the number of turns.

The performance critical section (PCS) annotation is to annotate

a performance bottleneck when its overhead is so signi�cant that

it is worthwhile to trade determinism for performance. Once a

thread enters a section annotated with PCS, the runtime system

will delegate the thread to the nondeterministic OS scheduler. Since

the PCS annotation trades determinism for performance, it should

be used with caution.

4.1.3 QiThread Scheduling Policies. QiThread addresses the po-

tential serialization problem of the vanilla round-robin policy with

heuristic-based scheduling policies, and these policies leverage syn-

chronization semantics to schedule various synchronization opera-

tions di�erently. The performance goal of QiThread is to achieve

similar performance as Parrotwith the soft barrier but without the

PCS annotation. Evaluation shows that QiThread achieved its goal

without adding Parrot annotations and sometimes outperforms

Parrotwith soft barrier only, asQiThread can better align threads

beyond just those high-level, time-consuming computations. Specif-

ically, QiThread introduced the following �ve semantics-aware

scheduling policies:

BoostBlocked When a thread unblocks some other threads during

a turn, the threads that were just unblocked will get the turn

before the threads that are currently running.

CreateAll A thread executing pthread_create() in a loop will

be able to �nish the whole loop in one turn if the loop does

not contain other synchronization.

CSWhole A critical section will be scheduled as a whole, i.e., a

thread entering a critical section with the turn will pass the

turn only when it leaves the critical section.

WakeAMAP A thread executing an unblocking operation on con-

dition variables or semaphores will keep the turn and continue

executing until there are no more threads to be woken up on

the same condition variable or semaphore, or until the unblock-

ing thread gets blocked itself.
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BranchedWake This is an annotation that can be added in condi-

tional statements where only some branches contain synchro-

nization operations to balance the number of synchronization

operations in all branches.

4.2 Benchmarks and Platform

We use all the 108 programs used to evaluate Parrot andQiThread

in our work, which is the largest set of benchmarks used for evalu-

ating DMT systems in the literature. This set covers a good range

of parallel programming models and idioms, and it uses complete

software or benchmark suites to avoid potential biases in the eval-

uation. This set of programs includes 55 real-world programs, and

they are aget [1], Berkeley DB [8], MPlayer MEncoder [6], OpenL-

DAP [11], PBZip2 [5], pfscan [2], Redis [12], all 14 parallel image

processing utilities implemented in OpenMP from the ImageMagick

software suite [9], and all 33 parallel C++ STL algorithm implemen-

tations [7] also implemented in OpenMP. Since compression and

decompression in PBZip2 take very di�erent code paths, PBZip2 is

counted twice. The other 53 programs are from four widely used

benchmark suites, and they are 10 benchmarks in NPB [10]; 15 in

PARSEC [4]; 14 in Phoenix [54], where each algorithm has two

implementations, one using pthreads directly and the other using a

map-reduce library built atop pthreads; and 14 in SPLASH-2x [3].

The individual names of the 108 programs can be found in Figure 5.

We use a Dell Precision 5810 Tower workstation with a single

Intel Xeon E5-2695 V4 CPU and 64 GB memory. The CPU has 18

physical cores and 36 hyper-threading cores. Our machine con�g-

uration is comparable with the ones used for evaluating Parrot

and QiThread. On the software side, while we inherit many set-

tings, e.g., program workload, number of threads, and optimization

level, made available through Parrot and QiThread artifacts, our

machine is running Ubuntu 20.04 with Linux kernel version 5.4.0,

which requires us to migrate the public versions of Parrot and

QiThread available onGitHub to Ubuntu 20.04. During this process,

we also upgrade the PARSEC benchmark suite used for evaluation

from 2.0 to 3.0 and migrate necessary annotations added by Parrot.

All these artifacts, including the migrated Parrot and QiThread

and our own minSMT, are made available on GitHub [13].

4.3 Methodology

We follow an iterative process to understand overheads that are

oblivious to schedule tuning and design techniques to address the

remaining, scheduling-dependent overheads to reach the perfor-

mance limit of schedule tuning.

We �rst run programs in three environments, i.e., nondeter-

ministic execution, under Parrot, and under QiThread. Starting

from programs with a signi�cant overhead under a DMT system

compared with nondeterministic executions, we compare their syn-

chronization schedules to form hypotheses of possible scheduling-

oblivious overheads that cannot be eliminated by schedule tuning.

During this process, we also leverage our understanding of existing

DMT systems and insights from our categorization and comparison

results. To verify the hypotheses, we develop techniques to exclude

the impact of scheduling-oblivious overheads while evaluating the

performance overhead. Meanwhile, we try to address the remaining

overhead with new scheduling policies. If new policies are not suf-

�cient, it is possible that we are missing some scheduling-oblivious

overheads or need better policies.

We repeat this iterative process until our new scheduling poli-

cies are able to achieve similar performance as nondeterministic

executions after excluding scheduling-oblivious overheads. We con-

sider a program is a resolved case if our DMT system with new

policies has an extra overhead of no more than 3% after excluding

scheduling-oblivious overheads. To this end, we �nd two types of

scheduling-oblivious overheads with our new scheduling policies

and annotation implemented in minSMT.

In the next two sections, we present the scheduling-oblivious

overheads and our new scheduling policies and annotations.

5 SCHEDULING-OBLIVIOUS OVERHEADS

Through our iterative process, we �nd two types of scheduling-

oblivious overheads while enforcing stable synchronization deter-

minism. Below, we describe these two types of overheads, discuss

why they cannot be eliminated by schedule tuning, and design

techniques to exclude their impact while evaluating performance.

5.1 Totally-Ordered Synchronization

We consider totally-ordered synchronization as a scheduling-oblivious

overhead for stable synchronization determinism. From Section 3,

we can see that the only DMT system that enforces a partial order

is deeply coupled with memory-access determinism. To decouple

partially-ordered synchronization with memory-access determin-

ism, a DMT systemwill not be able to adopt the speculation strategy

as done by LazyDet, but it needs the capability of predicting future

synchronization operations that may be executed by other threads.

We next detail the need for such a predicting capability under

both logical-clock-based and round-robin-based policies. In the

case of a logical-clock-based policy, according to the partial order,

a thread could proceed to execute a synchronization as long as it

knows that it has the smallest logical clock among threads using

the same lock, but it is not necessary for the thread to have the

globally smallest logical clock given the goal to enforce a partial

order. In order to know this, the scheduler needs to predict what

other threads may execute from the time the thread wants to ex-

ecute a synchronization operation to the point when its logical

clock becomes the globally smallest. In the case of a round-robin-

based policy, each lock should be managed independently with

its own queue. When a DMT system passes a lock-speci�c turn

to the next thread, it needs to predict which thread will execute

a synchronization operation on the lock bound to the queue. As

pointed out by the authors of LazyDet, the capability of predicting

future synchronization operations that may be executed by other

threads is infeasible [50]. To put this argument more formally, we

leverage the halting problem.

Considering a programwith three threads, where all three threads

acquire/release the same lock, we put the halting problem before

the lock-acquisition statement in the second thread. At the moment

when the �rst thread executes the lock-release statement, if a stable

synchronization determinism scheduler that enforces partial order

wants to determine which thread to pass the turn to, the sched-

uler needs to solve the halting problem to decide whether the turn
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should be given to the second or the third thread. In this way, we

reduce the problem of predicting future synchronization operations

in other threads to the halting problem.

With the discussion above, we conclude that a general scheduler

that can predict what synchronization operations other threads may

execute and decide which thread to pass the turn to does not exist,

and we consider totally-ordered synchronization as an overhead

that is oblivious to schedule tuning. With totally-ordered synchro-

nization, all synchronization operations will execute serially with

a total order. Re�ecting this to DMT system implementations, this

is because of the turn-based mechanism, where only one thread is

allowed to execute synchronization code at any given time.

Although we cannot eliminate the performance impact of totally-

ordered synchronization through schedule tuning, we can instead

measure this performance impact. Speci�cally, we develop a run-

time library that executes each synchronization operation in a

critical section protected by the same global lock, under which all

synchronization operations are Totally-Ordered but with a NonDe-

terministic order, and we name it as the TONDSync mode. During

performance evaluation, the overhead of programs running under

the TONDSync mode will be subtracted from the overhead of run-

ning under a stable synchronization determinism system. In this

way, we exclude the performance impact of totally-ordered syn-

chronization, as the subtracted performance overhead represents

the impact of totally-ordered but nondeterministic synchronization,

and the delta of performance overheads between a stable synchro-

nization determinism system and the TONDSync mode is caused

by the di�erent schedules of synchronization operations.

Fine-grained lockswill further enlarge the performance impact of

totally-ordered synchronization, regardless of how lock acquisition

and release statements are scheduled. Under QiThread, which

applies the CSWhole policy by default, all critical sections protected

by di�erent �ne-grained locks are essentially now protected by

one single lock, as only one critical section can execute at any

given time. However, even if we turn o� the CSWhole policy, the

performance may not get much better. Without CSWhole, a thread

that has acquired one �ne-grained lock has to wait for the turn

to pass around all other threads before it can execute the lock-

release statement. As critical sections protected by �ne-grained

locks are usually very short, the lock-release statement will then

need to wait for quite some time to get the turn, which is again a

signi�cant overhead. To exclude the performance impact of totally-

ordered synchronization enlarged by �ne-grained locks, we provide

an annotation, Critical Section protected with Fine-grained lock

(CSFine), to mark critical sections protected with �ne-grained locks.

Lock acquisition and release statements inside critical sections

marked by CSFine can be viewed as not intercepted by the runtime.

5.2 Workload-Length Imbalance

Another type of scheduling-oblivious overhead for stable synchro-

nization determinism is workload-length imbalance. While the

papers of Kendo, Parrot and QiThread have used the term “load

(im)balance,” they used it to refer to the phenomenon that di�er-

ent threads execute di�erent numbers of tasks. While such load

imbalance can be addressed by schedule tuning, as exempli�ed

1 void *thread_entry(void *args)

2 {

3 int id;

4 long local_sum = 0;

5 while (1) {

6 pthread_mutex_lock (&mutex);

7 if (task_idx < task_total)

8 id = task_idx ++;

9 else {

10 pthread_mutex_unlock (&mutex);

11 break;

12 }

13 pthread_mutex_unlock (&mutex);

14

15 long iter_num = task_len[id];

16 for (int i = 0; i < iter_num; i++)

17 local_sum += i*i*i;

18 }

19 ...

20 return NULL;

21 }

Figure 3: An example illustratingworkload-length imbalance

by the aforementioned papers, the overhead caused by workload-

length imbalance cannot, and hence a scheduling-oblivious over-

head. Workload-length imbalance in the context of stable synchro-

nization determinism is also di�erent from CoreDet’s “quantum

length imbalance” problem, where a “quantum” is a time slice of ar-

bitrary length determined by CoreDet [16], while workload length

refers to the code region between two synchronization operations.

Figure 3 shows an example to illustrate the concept of workload-

length imbalance. In this example, each thread �rst enters a critical

section (lines 6 to 13) to get an index and store it in variable id

(line 8), which is then used to index into the task_len array to

get iter_num (line 15). With QiThread’s CSWhole policy, the two

synchronization operations for lock acquisition and release will be

scheduled in one turn, and threads in the program will execute the

critical section in a round-robin fashion. After getting a task from

the array, each thread then executes its computation, the length of

which is speci�ed by the value of iter_num.

The task_len array is initialized based on an input �le, which

essentially stores some pre-initialized task lengths. When all task

lengths are initialized with the same value L, the overhead of run-

ning the program con�gured with 32 threads under QiThread

on our platform compared with nondeterministic execution under

vanilla pthreads is 13.06%. This overhead is not close to 0% as the

execution time of the for loop (lines 16 and 17) still varies even

with the same iter_num. We refrain from using more complex code

to achieve the exact same execution time for the simplicity of our

example. When we initialize the task lengths with some imbalance,

the overhead will increase. For example, if we initialize each task

length with two di�erent values L and 3Lwith a probability of 15/16

and 1/16 respectively, the overhead is 136.04%.

Figure 4 uses four threads to illustrate why the overhead in-

creases with workload-length imbalance. Note that in our measure-

ment the length of the computation and the length of the critical

section is comparable. Since QiThread schedules each critical sec-

tion as a whole in a round-robin fashion, the �rst computation task

in the second thread, which is longer than others, leads to extra

waiting in the other three threads.
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Figure 4: Illustration of how workload-length imbalance

leads to a larger overhead

This overhead is scheduling oblivious under the context of stable

synchronization determinism, and that is because if the synchro-

nization scheduler takes execution time into account, the result-

ing DMT system will be non-stable. Previous logical-clock-based

DMT systems [16, 52] discussed this overhead, and argued that

logical-clock-based policies would reduce overhead when encoun-

tered execution patterns similar to this workload-length imbalance.

Indeed, if we use logical-clock-based scheduling policies on the

example in Figure 4, and the logical-clock is well-established so

that it tracks the real execution time closely, we may not su�er from

the problem of workload-length imbalance, but they will allow all

permutations of thread orders and result in many di�erent sched-

ules with di�erent program inputs. To provide schedule stability,

we would like the DMT system to use the same schedule under dif-

ferent inputs as long as the synchronization operations executed by

each thread remain the same. Therefore, a stable synchronization

determinism system will use the same schedule for di�erent inputs

for the example in Figure 4. This results in an overhead caused by

workload-length imbalance, but the number of schedules becomes

one and is signi�cantly reduced. Therefore, we can consider sched-

ule stability as a trade-o� between performance and reliability, and

workload-length imbalance is a scheduling-oblivious overhead as

the result of providing schedule stability.

Essentially, as stable synchronization determinism aims to use

the same schedule for many di�erent inputs, it will naturally en-

counter inputs with di�erent levels of workload-length imbalance,

which requires di�erent strategies to optimize. As programmers

generally aim to divide workload evenly, workloads without length

imbalance are the most general case. If we hard-code an optimized

schedule for the input with workload-length imbalance, the sched-

ule will then lead to extra overhead for inputs without workload-

length imbalance. Together with the challenge of recognizing im-

balanced workload length patterns, both Parrot and QiThread

currently optimize for workloads without length imbalance, mak-

ing workload-length imbalance a scheduling-oblivious overhead of

stable synchronization determinism.

To exclude the performance impact of workload-length imbal-

ance while evaluating the overhead of stable synchronization deter-

minism systems, we will �rst use the synchronization logs gener-

ated by the runtime system to recognize major computation tasks

leveraging the timestamps of synchronization operations. We then

pro�le the length of these computation tasks to get the maximum

length for each computation task. Finally, we use a runtime library

to add delays to the end of each dynamic computation-task instance

and make all instances of the same task the same length, i.e., 1.1× of

the maximum length previously pro�led. During evaluation, such

delays will be added to all execution environments being compared

when we need to exclude the impact of workload-length imbalance.

For the example in Figure 3, the pro�led maximum length will

be di�erent when the two di�erent inputs are used. In either case,

once we insert delay as described above, the program running under

QiThread has a negligible, close to 0% overhead compared with

nondeterministic execution. Note that the delay will be added for

both nondeterministic execution and deterministic execution.

6 MINSMT DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

While trying to understand the performance overheads after exclud-

ing the two scheduling-oblivious ones, we �nd a few benchmarks

not reaching the performance limit under QiThread. This guides

our e�orts in analyzing these benchmarks and identifying more op-

portunities to better align threads with one more scheduling policy

and one more scheduling annotation. We also identify a minor op-

timization over QiThread. Next, we present our proposed policies

and annotations and describe our implementation, minSMT.

6.1 New Policies and Annotation

WakeAMAP+: An Improved WakeAMAP. As described in Sec-

tion 4.1.3, the WakeAMAP policy in QiThread allows a thread that

performs a wake-up operation on a condition variable or semaphore

to continue holding the turn and wake up as many blocked threads

on the same synchronization variable as possible. This policy is

useful, especially in programs that use producer-consumer queues.

In our study, we �nd that WakeAMAP is not able to cover the fol-

lowing two scenarios while aligning consumer threads, and our

improved policy, WakeAMAP+, �xes such de�ciencies.

First, di�erent consumers could wait on di�erent synchroniza-

tion variables, i.e., there is an array of condition variables, and each

of them is used to synchronize one consumer with the producers.

In a program where these consumers are blocked on the same static

statement but on di�erent synchronization variables, WakeAMAP+

will allow the producers to keep the turn and continue execution

to wake up as many of those blocked consumers as possible. The

multiple consumers being woken up together are better aligned.

Secondly, there could bemultiple producers in a producer-consumer

queue, and WakeAMAP+ will let all the producers take turns to

wake up consumers. Then, once a producer executes a woken-up

operation,WakeAMAP+ will pass the turn around producers. Once

there is no more consumer that can be woken up with the same

static statement executed by di�erent producer threads, the turn

will then be passed around all threads as normal.

In both scenarios described above, to recognize all producers,

minSMT will use the child thread entry function pointer passed
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to pthread_create() as the role of the thread being created. In

the case where a thread pool is used, we provide an annotation to

recognize the address of the function being executed in a thread.

With the role information, producers are threads sharing the same

role as a thread that just previously executed a woken-up operation.

An Extended-Turn Annotation. An extended turn identi�es a

code region containing multiple synchronization operations, the

group of which when scheduled as a whole can improve perfor-

mance. In Figure 3, each thread contains a loop that �rst gets a task

and processes the task in each iteration. Now imagine a di�erent

program with the same structure but the logic to get a task involves

a varied number of synchronization operations. Then the computa-

tion serialization problem could happen. With the extended-turn

annotation, we ask the scheduler to execute the code logic that gets

a task in one turn, and this will solve the serialization problem.

The extended-turn annotation essentially groups multiple syn-

chronization operations that are executed in a high-level operation,

e.g., getting a task from a synchronized queue, and treats the high-

level operation as one synchronization operation regardless of how

many synchronization operations are actually executed. This anno-

tation is very useful to align threads executing code that contains a

computation-intensive loop and each iteration in the loop contains

a mixture of computation and synchronization.

NoChildNoDMT. As its name suggests, the NoChildNoDMT pol-

icy turns on determinism enforcement only after the main thread

creates the �rst child thread. While this is a straightforward policy,

it is not included in Parrot and QiThread, and some of the 108

benchmarks can bene�t from this policy signi�cantly. These bench-

marks have a very large number of synchronization initialization

statements that are intercepted before any child threads are created,

and their execution times are very short.

6.2 Implementation

minSMT is implemented on top of QiThread, which is in turn im-

plemented on top of Parrot. As QiThread is implemented on top

of Parrot and keeps all the functionalities of Parrot, QiThread

can be viewed as a superset of Parrot, and minSMT also keeps all

the functionalities of Parrot and QiThread. Options for turning

on and o� di�erent policies and functionalities can be controlled

through a con�guration �le.

The delta between minSMT and QiThread includes three ma-

jor pieces: (1) the new WakeAMAP+ policy, which is implemented

following QiThread’s WakeAMAP policy but with extra code to

recognize thread roles and track unblocking and blocking threads on

condition variables and semaphores; (2) the extended-turn annota-

tion provides two APIs, ext_turn_begin() and ext_turn_end(),

to mark the code region to be executed in the extended turn, and it

also has extra code in get_turn() and put_turn(), which are two

interfaces inherited from Parrot, when the extended-turn annota-

tion is encountered; (3) turning on determinism synchronization

enforcement on the �rst pthread_create().

For the purpose of excluding scheduling-oblivious overheads,

minSMT also includes the CSFine annotation for marking critical

sections protected by �ne-grained locks and three more modes: (1)

TONDSyncmode, where the runtime only provides totally-ordered

nondeterministic synchronization by executing each synchroniza-

tion operation in a critical section protected by the same global

lock; (2) a pro�ling mode to pro�le task lengths; and (3) a delaying

mode where each task will be padded with delay to exclude the

performance impact of workload-length imbalance.

7 EVALUATION

As described in Section 4.3, we follow an iterative process to under-

stand and reach the performance limit of stable synchronization

determinism with the 108 benchmarks described in Section 4.2.

For each benchmark, we measure the execution times under �ve

di�erent environments, nondeterministic executions under vanilla

pthreads, TONDSync, Parrot, QiThread, and minSMT. We run a

benchmark 30 times under each environment and take the average.

Following the state-of-the-practice in performance evaluation of

DMT systems, we do not intentionally control program execution to

trigger nondeterministic behavior, under which nondeterministic

behavior is possible but rare as in the real-world scenario. For

Parrot performance, we add all soft barriers as designated in the

Parrot reproducing package. Following the practice of QiThread

evaluation [63], we do not add the PCS annotations from Parrot as

they introduce nondeterminism. For QiThread performance, we

turn on all �ve policies that come with QiThread, as QiThread

evaluation [63] shows that it reaches the best performance with

all policies turned on. For minSMT performance, we turn on all

new policies and add the extended-turn annotations if applicable.

Currently, the extended-turn annotation is added at one location

in splash2x cholesky, two locations in parsec freqmine-openmp,

three locations in parsec x264, and six locations in parsec ferret. We

normalize all execution times to nondeterministic execution times

under vanilla pthreads.

Below, we �rst present our detailed results on evaluatingwhether

and how well minSMT can reach the performance limit of schedule

tuning on stable synchronization determinism, and then we com-

pare minSMT performance with Parrot and QiThread, focusing

on benchmarks that minSMT reduces overhead signi�cantly. Lastly,

we present the complete set of normalized execution times under

di�erent execution environments.

7.1 Evaluation of Performance Limit

With the scheduling-oblivious overheads and design of minSMT

presented in the previous sections, we consider thatminSMT reaches

the performance limit of schedule tuning if it has no more than 3%

extra overhead after excluding the impact of scheduling-oblivious

overheads. On the 108 benchmarks used for evaluation, we show

that the performance limit is reached on all but one of them.

To determine whether minSMT can reach the performance limit

on a speci�c benchmark, we �rst compare theminSMT performance

overhead number with TONDSync performance overhead num-

ber, where performance overhead numbers are normalized against

nondeterministic execution times under vanilla pthreads, and we

conclude thatminSMT reaches the performance limit if theminSMT

performance overhead number is no more than TONDSync perfor-

mance overhead number plus 3%. Among these 108 benchmarks,

86 of them are considered as reaching the performance limit after

comparing their minSMT and TONDSync performance overhead
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Table 2: Detailed evaluation results of excluding the impact of scheduling-oblivious overheads on 22 benchmarks. All numbers

are performance overhead compared with nondeterministic executions under vanilla pthreads.

Name TONDSync minSMT Delta
Add CSFine Add delay

# CSFine TONDSync minSMT # Delays TONDSync minSMT

npb ua-l 11470.57% 20048.41% 8577.84% 27 104.56% 105.62% - - -
parsec �uidanimate 7215.59% 8985.36% 1769.78% 5 75.88% 78.03% - - -
parsec ferret 168.63% 993.16% 824.53% - - - 4 0.12% 0.09%
splash2x raytrace 78.70% 481.13% 402.43% 1 3.13% 199.17% 1 0.58% 1.19%
parsec x264 75.22% 442.61% 367.39% - - - 2 0.29% 2.80%
splash2x fmm 41.68% 371.64% 329.96% 10 3.48% 3.03% - - -
parsec freqmine-openmp 0.30% 128.81% 128.51% - - - 1 0.03% 1.84%
parsec vips -0.95% 67.48% 68.43% 5 -0.32% 67.39% 1* 0.13% 1.22%
parsec dedup 11.83% 76.33% 64.50% 1 10.24% 63.77% 3 1.12% 3.64%
splash2x volrend 42.94% 92.92% 49.98% 2 -6.39% -15.35% - - -
phoenix string_match 15.98% 44.65% 28.66% - - - 1 10.13% 6.88%
phoenix kmeans 4.51% 32.93% 28.41% - - - 1 4.76% 4.11%
phoenix word_count 14.93% 39.35% 24.41% - - - 3 0.81% 2.05%
phoenix pca 12.82% 33.72% 20.90% - - - 3 25.62% 27.44%
splash2x cholesky 51.22% 72.10% 20.88% 2 48.57% 70.09% 1 15.68% 12.14%
parsec facesim -4.33% 15.81% 20.14% 5 -7.87% -9.02% - - -
splash2x barnes 183.37% 202.64% 19.28% 1 3.53% 3.68% - - -
phoenix histogram 33.91% 53.04% 19.14% - - - 1 1.84% 1.17%
parsec streamcluster -6.21% 6.84% 13.05% - - - 2 7.03% 8.58%
phoenix linear_regression 22.38% 32.79% 10.40% - - - 1 0.84% 0.13%
pbzip2 ‘decompress’ 2.49% 10.52% 8.03% - - - 1 6.91% 8.45%
splash2x water_nsquared 0.32% 6.41% 6.09% 3 -0.11% -0.23% - - -

numbers, and we do not further exclude the impact of scheduling-

oblivious overheads caused by �ne-grained locks and workload-

length imbalance on these cases.

For the remaining 22 benchmarks, Table 2 shows the results of

further excluding scheduling-oblivious overheads caused by �ne-

grained locks and workload-length imbalance. For each benchmark

whose minSMT overhead is more than TONDSync overhead plus

3%, we list its TONDSync overhead, minSMT overhead, and their

delta, i.e., minSMT overhead minus TONDSync overhead. Our goal

is to fully exclude the impact of the scheduling-oblivious over-

heads and have minSMT fully eliminate the remaining scheduling-

dependent overheads through schedule tuning. In the ideal case,

the performance overheads of TONDSync and minSMT should be

very close after excluding the impact of the scheduling-oblivious

overheads with necessary CSFine annotations and delays added.

Currently, we �rst add CSFine annotations and then delays, and

we stop further excluding the impact of scheduling-oblivious over-

heads after seeing minSMT has an extra overhead of less than 3%

compared with TONDSync.

Among these 22 benchmarks in Table 2, 11 of them use �ne-

grained locks, and we annotate critical sections protected by �ne-

grained locks with the CSFine annotation. We list the numbers of

CSFine annotations being added, and we report the overhead num-

bers under TONDSync and minSMT after these CSFine annotations

are added. After adding CSFine annotations, 7 more benchmarks are

considered as reaching the performance limit, as the extra overhead

of minSMT is less than 3% compared with TONDSync.

For the remaining 15 benchmarks, we further add delays to ex-

clude the performance impact of workload-length imbalance. We

manually examine the synchronization logs generated by the DMT

runtime system to recognize computation tasks. If workload-length

imbalance is found, we add delays to such tasks. In 14 benchmarks,

it is easy to identify the task boundaries and add delays. In the

remaining case, i.e., parsec vips, computation is expressed using

recursion with synchronization in the middle. For this case, we

have to �rst mark a critical section protected by a global lock in-

side recursion with the CSFine annotation, and then we can mark

task boundaries and add delays. We list the numbers of locations

where delays are added, and we report the overhead numbers un-

der TONDSync and minSMT after delays are added. After adding

delays, the 14 benchmarks are considered as reaching the perfor-

mance limit. Although minSMT can also reach an extra overhead

less than 3% on parsec vips, we do not consider it a case where

we can determine whether minSMT reaches the performance limit.

This is because the CSFine annotation is added on a critical sec-

tion not protected by �ne-grained locks but a global lock, and we

mark the number of delays for parsec vips with ‘*’ to indicate the

exceptional use of CSFine.

From the analysis above, we conclude that the performance limit

is reached, e.g., no more than 3% extra overhead after excluding

all scheduling-oblivious overheads, on all but one of the bench-

marks. For the 107 programs reaching the performance limit under

minSMT, 57 programs have less than 3% overhead compared with

vanilla pthreads execution, 28 have an overhead between 3% and

10%, 14 have an overhead between 10% and 100%, and 8 have more

than 100% overhead. For the remaining benchmark, parsec vips,

the current performance overhead under minSMT is 67.48%, and

we identify the programming pattern that is challenging for us to

determine whether minSMT reaches the performance limit.

7.2 Performance Comparison

We next discuss the performance of minSMTwithout excluding the

impact of scheduling-oblivious overheads and compare it with the

performance of Parrot and QiThread on all the 108 benchmarks.

The results are shown in Figure 5. All performance numbers are

normalized to nondeterministic execution time.

QiThread has already established that it can achieve similar or

better performance compared with Parrot with soft barrier but

without PCS annotations in most cases [63], and our reproduced
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Figure 5: Execution times of 108 benchmarks under Parrot, QiThread, TONDSync, and minSMT. All numbers are normalized

based on nondeterministic execution times. Benchmarks that bene�t signi�cantly from minSMT compared with QiThread are

marked with ‘*’. The charts for NPB ua-l and PARSEC �uidanimate use a logarithmic scale, and others use a linear scale.
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Table 3: 9 benchmarks that minSMT performs signi�cantly

better than QiThread. All numbers are performance over-

head numbers compared with nondeterministic executions

under vanilla pthreads.

Name Parrot QiThread minSMT What helps
npb dc-l 7.78% 16.54% -10.37% WakeAMAP+

parsec ferret 1117.28% 1917.98% 993.16% Extended-Turn
parsec x264 455.90% 503.40% 442.61% Extended-Turn
phoenix kmeans 56.23% 70.43% 32.93% WakeAMAP+

phoenix matrix_multiply-pthread 60.09% 60.14% 4.36% NoChildNoDMT

phoenix pca 349.96% 59.15% 33.72% WakeAMAP+

phoenix word_count 97.65% 129.24% 39.35% WakeAMAP+

stl sort 65.97% 65.60% 0.07% NoChildNoDMT

stl stable_sort 49.26% 49.52% -0.45% NoChildNoDMT

results can con�rm it. Therefore, we focus on the comparison be-

tween minSMT and QiThread, i.e., how many benchmarks can

bene�t from new policies inminSMT, and whether the performance

of any benchmarks is hurt.

To understand how many benchmarks can bene�t from new

policies and annotations in minSMT, we normalize minSMT execu-

tion times to QiThread execution times. On average, minSMT has

a speedup of 2.80% over QiThread. 9 benchmarks have minSMT

execution times less than 90% of QiThread execution times, and

the average speedup is 29.33%. We consider that minSMT reaches a

signi�cant performance improvement compared with QiThread

in these cases. Table 3 lists the performance overheads of Parrot,

QiThread, and minSMT of these 9 cases compared with nondeter-

ministic executions under vanilla pthreads.

On these 9 benchmarks, we can see from the numbers in Table 3

that minSMT greatly reduces the performance overhead of stable

synchronization determinism compared with both QiThread and

Parrot. Three benchmarks, npb dc-l, stl sort, and stl stable_sort,

now even have less than 1% overhead. For each case, we also list the

minSMT design that helps to achieve the speedup. We can see that

each new design in minSMT is bene�cial. For these 9 benchmarks,

numbers in Table 3 suggest that Parrot and QiThread cannot

reach the performance limit as minSMT does.

Note that npb dc-l in Table 3, together with 6 other programs,

enjoys more than 10% speedup against vanilla pthreads execution.

This type of speedup is also observed in QiThread and Parrot

results on a similar set of programs. The reason is that Parrot

includes a more e�cient wait implementation utilizing a spin-lock

phase. Deterministic schedules can also reduce contention and

context-switches, and they may improve a�nity. As our minSMT

library is based on Parrot, we inherit these performance bene�ts.

Using the same normalized execution times, we also check how

many benchmarks are hurt by new policies inminSMT. In no bench-

marks do minSMT execution times exceed 110% of QiThread exe-

cution times. Therefore, we consider that minSMT does not hurt

any benchmarks signi�cantly compared with QiThread. Only two

benchmarks, pfscan and mplayer encoder, have minSMT execution

times between 103% and 110% of QiThread execution times. Specif-

ically, pfscan is at 106.27% and mplayer encoder is at 105.12%. This

is due to the extra overhead from the WakeAMAP+ policy when

tracking the caller addresses of all pthread_cond_wait/signal calls,

which is currently implemented using a costly stack unwinding

to avoid changing the benchmark source code, and this overhead

outweighs the bene�ts for these two programs. However, both

QiThread and minSMT lead to speedup but not slowdown in these

two benchmarks. A more performing implementation that instru-

ments the source code to pass the caller address to the library at

each pthread_cond_wait/signal call would likely reduce or eliminate

these slowdowns. In addition, 10 benchmarks have their minSMT

execution times within 100% to 103% of QiThread execution times,

and we consider these di�erences insigni�cant.

From these results, we conclude that minSMT can generally

improve performance compared with state-of-the-art stable syn-

chronization determinism systems.

7.3 Discussion

Based on our results, we conclude that our identi�ed scheduling-

oblivious overheads and our proposed minSMT together success-

fully achieve the goal of understanding and reaching the perfor-

mance limit of stable synchronization determinism on almost all

benchmarks we evaluate. The challenge of the remaining bench-

mark is caused by one speci�c code pattern of using synchroniza-

tion inside recursive function calls. Future work may design code

refactoring tools to make programs with such code pattern more

suitable for stable synchronization determinism.

Our results show that minSMT can still exhibit high performance

overhead on some benchmarks where we consider that minSMT

reaches the performance limit of stable synchronization determin-

ism. To further improve the performance of stable synchronization

determinism in those cases, future work needs to propose solutions

to tackle the scheduling-oblivious overheads through approaches

other than schedule tuning.

To eliminate the overhead of totally-ordered synchronization,

one possibility to enable partial-order enforcement without spec-

ulation is to provide an annotation system, which will allow pro-

grammers or program analyses to communicate with the scheduler

on what synchronization operations will be executed by threads

in the future. If such a system is built, we need to further evalu-

ate its determinism guarantee and schedule stability. To eliminate

workload-length imbalance, one may build some code refactoring

tools to make workload length more balanced. We could also use

a previously proposed idea, i.e., schedule memorization and relax-

ation [27, 28], but we now need to further consider the workload

length while forming schedule reuse conditions. We leave these

ideas for future work.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we �rst categorize and compare existing DMT runtime

systems along three axes and conclude that stable synchronization

determinism is the most cost-e�ective design. We then focus on un-

derstanding and reaching the performance limit of schedule tuning

on stable synchronization determinism. We identify two types of

scheduling-oblivious overheads and design a new system, minSMT,

to address most of the remaining scheduling-dependent overheads.

Evaluation on 108 benchmarks shows that minSMT can reach the

performance limit of schedule tuning on stable synchronization

determinism in all but one of the cases. Compared with state-of-

the-art stable synchronization determinism systems, minSMT can

improve the performance in many benchmarks signi�cantly.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX

A.1 Abstract

Our artifact can be downloaded through Github. It provides the

source code of our minSMT library and other libraries used for com-

parison. It also provides scripts to download all the benchmarks

used in our paper, automatically build them, and conduct experi-

ments. All libraries, benchmarks, and datasets needed for evaluation

are either already included in our artifact or can be downloaded

using our scripts.

A.2 Artifact Check-List (Meta-Information)

• Program: DMT runtime libraries, including minSMT and

others for comparison, and benchmark suites and real-world

programs used for evaluation.

• Compilation: Compilation scripts are provided, and they

use GCC 9 from Ubuntu 20.04.

• Run-time environment: Ubuntu 20.04 and GCC 9 with

OpenMP support. Alternatively, the Docker environment

provided in this artifact, which can run on any Linux distri-

bution with a kernel version 5.4.

• Hardware: x86_64 CPU with at least 16 logical cores, at

least 16GB of memory, and 70GB of disk space.

• Execution: Evaluation scripts are provided, and they can

be customized if necessary.

• Metrics: Execution time of programs under non-deterministic,

TONDSync, QiThread, and minSMT will be reported, as

well as selected programs with added CSFine annotations,

and the calculated overhead of each con�guration.

• Output: Results are saved as a .csv �le, and scripts are

provided to turn it into �gures.

• Experiments: We provide evaluation scripts and con�g-

urations to run experiments, collect results, and generate

�gures. Due to hardware di�erences, the actual results may

vary. However, the general trend comparing di�erent DMT

systems should be similar.

• How much disk space is required (approximately)?:

Around 70GB.

• How much time is needed to prepare work�ow (ap-

proximately)?: It takes about two hours to download and

compile all libraries and programs.

• Howmuch time is needed to complete experiments (ap-

proximately)?: It will take several days to produce all data

with the default con�guration of taking the average from

50 repeated runs. We also provide evaluation con�gurations

with fewer runs or on a curated set of programs.

• Publicly available?: Yes. https://github.com/chyiz/minSMT.

• Code licenses: Custom copyright license. Please refer to

the LICENSE �le in the repository.

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How to Access. Our artifact is publicly accessible on Github

at https://github.com/chyiz/minSMT. You may clone it using git:

git clone https://github.com/chyiz/minSMT.git

A.3.2 Hardware Dependencies. We conducted our experiments on

a machine with a Xeon E5-2695 V4 processor and 64GB memory.

While our code should be runnable on any multi-core machines,

we recommend a CPU with at least 16 logical cores and a similar

memory con�guration.

Building all benchmarks takes about 70GB of disk space, so make

sure you have enough free disk space on the volume you use.

A.3.3 So�ware Dependencies. We used Ubuntu 20.04 64-bit to com-

pile minSMT and all our benchmarks, and the scripts provided in

this repository have been tested on this OS version. We also pro-

vide a Docker environment to help you use our artifact under other

Linux distributions.

A.4 Installation

There are two ways of building and running our artifact: natively or

using Docker. We recommend using Docker for easier deployment.

A.4.1 Docker Installation. We prepared a Ubuntu 20.04 Docker

environment to help you compile and run our experiments. After

cloning this repository onto your local system, and while in the

repository root directory, run the following command:

sudo DOCKER_BUILDKIT=1 docker build \

--build-arg UID=$(id -u) \

--build-arg GID=$(id -g) \

-t minsmt-ae .

to build a docker image with all necessary packages to compile

minSMT and all benchmarks. This step should take about �ve min-

utes with good internet speed.

After that, a docker image will be available with tag minsmt-ae.

While still in the project root directory, run the following command:

sudo docker run -it \

-v `pwd`:/home/minsmt/minsmt-ae minsmt-ae:latest

You will enter a BASH shell at /home/minsmt/minsmt-ae, and the

repository on your host machine is mounted on that path in the

container. If you ever exit the docker environment, simply go back

to the repository root directory and run the above command again.

Now, run ./buildall-docker.sh to compile libraries and bench-

marks. This step will take about two hours. During this process,

make sure you have a stable internet connection, since the build

script will also download benchmarks and input �les from their

o�cial websites.

A.4.2 Native Installation. Alternatively, you may build the project

directly. The build script is tested under Ubuntu 20.04 and may not

work on other Linux distributions.

First, run source env.sh in the repository root directory to set

the environment variables.

Then, simply run ./buildall.sh, which will build all libraries

and download and build all programs used for evaluation.

A.5 Experiment Work�ow

To run the experiments, �rst switch to the evaluation directory

while you are in the repository root directory with cd eval. In the

evaluation directory, run:

./eval_policy.py all-compare-with-qithread.cfg

to test all benchmarks. This will run all benchmarks 50 times with

QiThread, TONDSync, and minSMT con�gurations, and take the
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average of each con�guration. Evaluating all benchmarks will take

a couple of days (around �ve on our platform) to �nish.

Alternatively, you may replace the full-scale con�guration �le

all-compare-with-qithread.cfg in the above command with

all-compare-with-qithread-small.cfg to run each benchmark

for 10 times, and the script should �nish in a day or two. You may

also use minSMT-subset-compare-with-qithread.cfg to run a

curated set of benchmarks that we have discussed in the paper.

The evaluation results will be saved to a directory named

<config_file_name><date_and_time>_<git_commit>

A symbolic link current is also modi�ed to always point to the

latest evaluation results.

Then, to extract all results into a comma separated values (.csv)

�le, run:

./get_all_results.sh current/ > results.csv

Replace current with the directory name that contains evaluation

results if you are exporting old evaluations. The results will be in a

.csv �le that can then be imported to a spreadsheet.

At last, to generate the graphs presented in our paper, use Jupyter

Notebook to open generate-figure.ipynb in the eval directory

and run all cells. It will read the results.csv �le in the same

directory by default.

A.6 Evaluation and Expected Results

After �nishing experiments with the full-scale con�guration �le

all-compare-with-qithread.cfg and extracting results, your

.csv �le should contain all the data needed to recreate Figure 5 or

the �rst seven columns of Table 2.

Due to hardware di�erences, you will not get exactly the same re-

sults. However, you should observe a similar trend when comparing

di�erent libraries and con�gurations.

A.7 Experiment Customization

A.7.1 Running an Individual Benchmark. A con�guration (.cfg)

�le consists of one or more sections, and each section represents

a benchmark program to be evaluated. You may extract a single

section and save it to an individual con�guration �le to test one

benchmark. Then, you can supply the con�guration �le to the same

evaluation script eval_policy.py.

A.7.2 Selecting Policies. Each benchmark section in a con�gura-

tion �le has a RUN_CONFIGS parameter. It is used to select a set of

policies to run. In all-compare-with-qithread.cfg, three con�g-

urations are used: qithreadmeans all the policies introduced in the

QiThread paper but nothing else, null-policy is the TONDSync

mode introduced in this paper, and all-policies are all policies

available in minSMT, including the ones from QiThread. Pre�x

pcs- can be added before null-policy and all-policies to en-

able CSFine annotations.

Other available options are: no-hint for pure round-robin sched-

uling, hinted for Parrot paper con�gurations, and no-pcs-hint

for Parrot paper con�gurations without the PCS hint.

A.7.3 Tuning Parameters. You may �ne tune minSMT parameters

like disabling individual features using the local.options �le,

which will be read by the evaluation script from the same directory

as the benchmark binary.
To start, you run a single benchmark to get the results directory.

Inside the results directory, you will see a subdirectory named

after the benchmark, and the subdirectory contains the benchmark

binary, inputs it used, outputs it generated during evaluation, one or

more .options �les the evaluation script generated corresponding

to the RUN_CONFIGS designated in the con�guration �le, and a

local.options �le, i.e., the last options �le used.

You can rename an existing options �le to local.options so

that it can be picked up by the next execution. For the meaning of

parameters, please refer to the comments in the default.options

�le under the repository root folder.

After adjusting the local.options �le, you may run the bench-

mark using the following command:

LD_PRELOAD=$minSMT_ROOT/dync_hook/interpose.so \

./<benchmark_binary> <benchmark_parameters>

A.7.4 Applying Delays. To apply delays to benchmarks, �rst follow

the above instructions to run a benchmark once, and get the results

directory. Then, change directory into the benchmark sub-directory

inside the generated results directory, create a �le named app.time,

and edit local.options to set enforce_delays = 1. Now, run

the benchmark like below:

LD_PRELOAD=$minSMT_ROOT/dync_hook/interpose.so \

./<benchmark_binary> <benchmark_parameters>
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